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Tiber Shoes 

"Latest Footwear Fashions"

Tiber always stocks a variety of shoes in the latest fashions. Unlike similar

shops in the area, this one attempts to offer practicality in its shoes

whether they are by well-known designers like Sergio Rossi and more or

by other makes.

 +39 06 679 4645  tibershoes@tiscali.it  Via del Corso 332, Rome
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Franco Borini 

"Unique Women's Footwear"

Franco Borini is well known and popular with young Romans, as well as

artists and celebrities. This is the perfect place for women looking for

fashionable and sometimes extremely eccentric shoes. For women who

want to splurge on that signature piece, like platform shoes from the

1970s in every color and design, furs, super-high heels of every size, this is

your ideal stop. Give your feet the comfort and style you desire.

 +39 06 687 5670  Via dei Pettinari 86/87, Rome
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diSanGiacomo 

"Glittering Trinkets"

Be dazzled by the range of accessories and trinkets at this store. The

pretty and shining designs are sure to add more than a touch of color to

any outfit. Choose from brooches, bracelets, neck-pieces and earrings.

Another irresistible corner of the store is the shoes collection which

features hand-made sandals decked with brilliant swarovski crystals and

stones. These shoes are equally popular and go down well with all

occasions. Grab a pair or two of these masterpieces and set out to woo

the crowds.

 +39 06 9684 7938  www.disangiacomo.com/  info@disangiacomo.com  Via di Tor Millina 10/11, Rome
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Jimmy Choo 

"A Matter of Style"

This Jimmy Choo outlet in Rome, houses designer stylish shoes, from

leather stilettos to striking wedges, classy knee-high boots to casual flip-

flops. This outlet is equipped with incredibly fashionable, up-to-date

signature Jimmy Choo collections which have repeatedly taken Milan and

Paris by storm. An equally sophisticated array of leather bags and highly

fashionable purses is also on offer.

 +39 06 6992 2667  www.jimmychoo.com/en/restofworl

d/find-a-boutique/uk/scat/storeeu

 Via Dei Condotti 68/A, Rome
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Fausto Santini 

"Fashionable Shoes at Great Prices!"

This big shoe-shop sells half-price shoes for men, women and children

along with a fashionable range of handbags and accessories: you'd be

hard pressed not to find something you like. Everything is always half

price, but it is even cheaper during the sale periods that bless every shop

in Rome during certain parts of the year. From the casual to the

glamorous, Fausto Santini houses footwear and bags for every occasion.

The staff is friendly and helpful.

 +39 06 678 4114  www.faustosantini.com/  info@faustosantini.com  Via Frattina 120, Rome
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Tod's 

"Iconic Brand"

Tod's, a made in Italy, brand specializing in men's and women's shoes and

accessories, rules the street style of Italians young and old. The brand

gained fame through its moccasins with rubber studded soles and quickly

expanded into the casual-chic sporty brand that it is recognized as today.

Tod's is an icon for Italian fashion, made with top quality Italian leather

and craftsmanship. Its owner, Diego Della Valle, is an Italian personality

himself and the owner of the Florentine soccer team. His connections with

the rich and famous have ensured that the brand is well known and highly

coveted.

 +39 06 699 1089  www.tods.com/it/#1_nowness  Via Fontanella Borghese 56, Rome
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Salvatore Ferragamo Men 

"A Matter of Style"

The Ferragamo men's shop at 65, Via dei Condotti is a shopping spot for

the most stylish of men who believe in dressing well, for every occasion.

Classy suits that will never go out of fashion, crisp, silky ties and shirts

made of durable fabrics with creative patterns and along with other

masculine accessories, are all available under one roof. Shiny leather

shoes and scarves made from silk and cashmere and well-cut trousers are

also a specialty at Ferragamo.

 +39 06 678 1130  romemstore@ferragamo.com  Via dei Condotti 65, Rome
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Dal Co' 

"Hand-made Shoes with Class"

The well-known shopping district of Piazza di Spagna is a maze of

designer Italian brands, coveted by fashionistas world-wide. Modestly

placed among this plethora of mass-produced, mega-brand stores, is the

one and only, Dal Co'. Founded by the late Alberto Dal Co' who dressed

the feet of such stylish and iconic beauties as Ava Gardner, Princess

Soraya, Gina Lollobridgida and Audrey Hepburn, the store currently

remains under the loving watch of his daughter and granddaughter. For

the woman in search of something special, something that no one else will

have, this gem of a store is her haven. The boutique is brimming with

women's shoes in unique styles, patterns and colors, all hand-crafted in

Italy. One can choose heel, toe shape, color, pattern and style from the

exquisite creations on display to custom make their own shoe made to

order to their exact foot measurements.

 +39 06 6994 0682  www.dalco-roma.com  info@dalco-roma.com  Via Vittoria 65, Rome
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Bomba 

"Classy Womenswear"

This is a small boutique in the Centro Storico. Their evening wear,

knitwear and accessories have always attracted the women of the capital

who are looking for a discreet elegance with attention to detail. Women

swear by the fashion sense of this designer who has become a brand to

reckon with. The designs are a runaway hit in the market each season and

can be seen on most people. The boutique also offers special custom-

made designs for its customers according to their needs and directions.

Walk into the shop to admire the clothes or to witness the exhibitions that

are held here from time to time.

 +39 06 361 2881  atelierbomba.com/  contact@cristinabomba.co

m

 Via dell'Oca 39/41, Rome
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Piazza Testaccio 

"Great Food & Shoe Market"

The food markets of Rome are world renowned for their vibrancy, variety

and top quality products. Piazza Testaccio, named after the eighth hill of

Rome is a great place to shop, eat and party. The covered market in here

is a treasure trove of fresh, organic vegetables, meat and cheese. And if

you are shoe lover, then this is the place to be in for its wonderful

bargains. The covered market is open Monday through Saturdays from

7.30a to 1.30p. You can stock up here to sustain while sightseeing.

 Piazza Testaccio, Rome
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